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Introduction

The Civil Court Users Association (“CCUA”) welcomes the opportunity to contribute
to the consultation from the Ministry of Justice.

The CCUA seeks to work with other stakeholders in a constructive and balanced
manner, to achieve an efficient and cost-effective court service for its members which
is also fair and proportionate for all court users.

Our members issue around 85% of all money claims in the County Court in England
and Wales and handle a large volume of repossession claims, particularly those
brought by mortgage lenders. Our members include businesses operating within the
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financial services sector, utilities, legal firms, insolvency practitioners, enforcement
agents, plus many others.

Overview

The CCUA has only recently responded to the Ministry’s previous consultation paper
whereupon it was suggested that the discounted electronic issue fees should be
aligned with the higher paper fees. Despite almost universal opposition to those
proposals, they are now being implemented as of 18th May 2021. It therefore appears
that there is very little value in responding to the Ministry’s consultations, as the
responses are effectively ignored.

Nonetheless, the Association will continue to engage constructively. However, many
of the issues which we raised in the previous consultation response remain relevant
to this further consultation and will therefore be repeated below. As we previously set
out, the current fee structure is deeply flawed and damages-

● Claimants
● Defendants
● Access to Justice
● The correct application of Justice in a fair and proportionate manner
● The credibility of the Court Service
● UK consumers
● UK business

The current fee structure

The Association continues to call for a full fee structure review.

Some fundamental problems with the current fee system include-

“Enhanced” court fees

The MOJ believes that the court service should be self-financing. That is
questionable in itself. Many other jurisdictions around the world (including countries
with very progressive judicial systems, such as Canada) see justice as an essential
part of society and have no qualms about it being at least part-financed by taxes.
However, the MOJ does not stop with self-financing. So-called “enhanced” court fees
enable the court service to charge court users more than the cost of providing the
service to that court user, so the additional money can be used to provide services
elsewhere. So, court users pay for services to other court users, often of course the
criminal service.

Whilst we agree that this was expressly allowed for by s.180 of the Anti-Social
Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014, the legal principle behind it was queried in
parliament and is, we believe, open to legal challenge.

Whether lawful or not, it is certainly providing a barrier to justice.
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The “front-loading” of court fees

In addition to enhanced court fees, the principle of paying in excess of the cost of
service also extends to the claim issue fees. Every court claim incurs an issue fee, so
the obvious logic to milk the cash cow as much as possible is to front load the
charges. This has led to ridiculous situations which cannot be justified. Unbelievably,
it can cost as much as £10,000 just to issue a court claim, a largely automated
function which takes minutes or even seconds to achieve.

Whilst claim issue fees are calculated based on the amount being claimed, there is
no basis for such an approach. It is not necessarily the case that the cost of providing
the service enabling a claim of say £100,000 is any more or less than a claim of
£500.

Further “fee grabs”

Over the last few years, there have been further fee grabs. For example, it used to be
the case that if a hearing fee had been paid but the hearing was no longer required, it
would be refunded. That is no longer the case, the fee is kept, even though no
service is then provided. Incredibly in fact, another fee is then charged to seal the
order concluding the claim – the court user pays an additional sum because they no
longer need the service they previously paid for.

Levels of service

Despite paying a fortune, the service is poor and continues to deteriorate. For
example, the court service introduced Warrant of Control Support Centres some time
ago. Where court users had paid to have a county court bailiff attend an address,
without any prior notice or consultation the service changed so that initially the
Judgment debtor would initially simply be telephoned.

Similarly, in recent years HMCTS ceased sending payments recovered under
Attachment of Earnings recoveries to the Judgment Claimants weekly, instead
sending them monthly. Again, no notice was given in advance, the service simply
deteriorated overnight, despite the vast fees paid.

That’s not to mention the day to day difficulties, where it is often impossible to speak
to a court on the telephone or receive a meaningful response to a query, plus the
horrendous delays which can occur on cases.

Maybe the service might improve with additional funding? Clearly that is not going to
happen. HMCTS have previously advised the Association that in the financial year
2018 to 2019, Civil fees attracted fees of £561million, yet only £475 was spent
providing the service. The money was used elsewhere, particularly no doubt in the
criminal courts. The reference in the consultation to the overall fee income and cost
is disingenuous as it ignores the fact that Civil Claim fees more than cover the cost of
that particular area of service. Civil Court fee income should at least be ringfenced
and used exclusively for provision of those services until an acceptable level of
service is achieved.
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What harm does the current fee structure cause?

Access to justice – harm to the creditor

Many factors determine whether legal action is commenced, it should always be
proportionate and a last resort. However, with fees as unjustifiably expensive as they
are, fees can be a consideration. If a party is already substantially out of pocket,
risking yet further funds on a legal action may not be palatable. Justice is priced out
of the market. We believe that this has become routine, especially for larger value
claims which attract the higher claim issue fees (yet do not necessarily cost higher
sums to administer).

We believe that this can be clearly seen in the statistics from both HM Courts and
Tribunals Service and Registry Trust. The number of allocations to track, and
Judgments, for small value sums continue to increase rapidly. Whereas the same
statistics for larger claims are in the decline. We do not have access to the actual
claim issue numbers, but we challenge that these be published as we are confident
that they will mirror the allocation and Judgment numbers and will support what we
are saying.

This was already a problem due to the front loading of fees, but we warned it would
get worse with the introduction of enhanced fees. We were assured at that time that if
that was subsequently seen to be the case then the situation would be reviewed. Our
concerns have since been realised and we call upon that commitment to be
honoured and for a full fee review.

The impact on access to justice is obvious – claims are being priced out of the
market, particularly for large debts.

Unfair and harmful to Defendants

Often these unjustifiable fees end up being paid by Defendants.

Also, as set out above, the current fee system often prices prospective claims out of
the market and this affects larger claims more often than smaller ones. This means
that a prospective Defendant may find that there is more chance of a claim being
issued against them if they owe a smaller amount of money than if they owe a larger
amount. How is that justice?

The credibility of the court system

As set out above, the current fee system is negatively impacting access to justice
and unfair upon Defendants. It promotes the idea that legal action may be taken
against you if you owe a small amount of money, but if you continue to spend more
and increase the claim size, you may avoid legal action altogether. It is not fit for
purpose and risks undermining the credibility of the whole system.

Impact on consumers and businesses
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Ultimately, losses can end up being passed onto UK consumers. Where that is not
possible, it impacts the businesses themselves.

What should a credible fee structure look like?

There are many options and that is why we continue to call for a full review.

However, fundamentally we would suggest that fees should be based around the
amount of work actually required by the claim, not based on arbitrary factors or
simply designed to bring in the most amount of cash.

This approach would also benefit the provision of justice in other ways. It would
actively promote settlements at an earlier stage as well as discouraging parties
progressing with weak or spurious claims or defences.

There will be challenges too, such as adequately but proportionately financing lower
value claims, hence again why we believe that there should be a full and open
discussion on the whole fee structure.

What is certain is that the current fee structure is totally unfit for purpose and is
directly leading to a range of perverse situations.

The current consultation

We have set out all of the above concerns again, as clearly the current consultation
paper cannot be considered in isolation. There are fundamental flaws in the current
structure which need to be urgently addressed.

If the limited proposals within the current consultation were to be considered in
isolation from all of the pre-existing issues, then they are not particularly
controversial. The idea of linking to inflation seems perfectly reasonable and we shall
answer the specific consultation questions on that basis. However, it will be
appreciated that we cannot give unqualified support to the proposals when they
effectively merely tinker at the edges of a deeply flawed structure, with no apparent
purpose other than to increase revenue.

The questions

1. Do you agree with the principle that fees should be increased periodically in
line with inflation? Please give reasons for your answer.

As above, this seems a perfectly reasonable proposition, aside from the fact
that the starting point is an entirely unsatisfactory fee structure.

2. Do you agree with the principle that HwF income thresholds, including couple
and child premiums, should be increased in line with inflation? Please give
reasons for your answer.

Yes, this is an entirely reasonable approach.
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3. Do you agree with the principle that inflation should be applied since 2016 to
April 2021 levels (with the exception of fees increased after 2016, which
should be inflated from the year they were last updated)? Please give reasons
for your answer.

Yes, this again seems reasonable.

4. Do you agree with the principle that inflation should be applied since 2016 for
HwF income thresholds to bring them to April 2021 levels? Please give
reasons for your answer.

Yes, as above..

5. Are there any fees outlined in Annex A that should not be increased by
inflation, backdated to 2016, as part of this proposal?

No.

6. As part of our assessment of the potential demand response, we would be
grateful for feedback from consultees on the relative importance of different
factors in the decision to take a case to court. These factors might include the
court fee, other associated costs, the probability of success, the likelihood of
recovering any debt, any personal recognition received, the necessity of taking
a case to court, and any non-financial motivations such as any prior
experience of court processes.

We repeat the points made under “Access to justice” above-

Many factors determine whether legal action is commenced, it should always
be proportionate and a last resort. However, with fees as unjustifiably
expensive as they are, fees can be a consideration. If a party is already
substantially out of pocket, risking yet further funds on a legal action may not
be palatable. Justice is priced out of the market. We believe that this has
become routine, especially for larger value claims which attract the higher
claim issue fees (yet do not necessarily cost higher sums to administer).

We believe that this can be clearly seen in the statistics from both HM Courts
and Tribunals Service and Registry Trust. The number of allocations to track,
and Judgments, for small value sums continue to increase rapidly. Whereas
the same statistics for larger claims are in the decline. We do not have access
to the actual claim issue numbers, but we challenge that these be published
as we are confident that they will mirror the allocation and Judgment numbers
and will support what we are saying.

This was already a problem due to the front loading of fees, but we warned it
would get worse with the introduction of enhanced fees. We were assured at
that time that if that was subsequently seen to be the case then the situation
would be reviewed. Our concerns have since been realised and we call upon
that commitment to be honoured and for a full fee review.
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The impact on access to justice is obvious – claims are being priced out of the
market, particularly for large debts

7. Do you consider that the proposal will have a disproportionate impact on
individuals with protected characteristics? If so, are there any potential
modifications to the policy that we should consider in order to mitigate any
disproportionate impact? Please give reasons for your answer.

No.

Conclusion

The Association repeats their call for a full review of the fee structure, which is
currently unfit for purpose.

The current fee structure is harmful to all court users, both Claimants and
Defendants, damages UK businesses, burdens consumers, denies access to justice
and potentially damages the reputation of the Court system itself.

Rob Thompson

Chair, Civil Court Users Association     17 th May 2021
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